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a b s t r a c t 

Sociology of drugs and digital sociology —albeit for different reasons —need the analysis of interactions, an ap- 

proach underdeveloped in current scholarship. We address this gap by providing a specific analytical framework 

for the analysis of digital interactions which enables an ethnomethodological account of micro-interactional dy- 

namics within a cryptomarket: an anonymous darknet market of illicit drugs. As a case study we chose the ‘Psych- 

ForumMarket’ which is unusual in that it operates as a forum based market space and explicitly rejects centralised 

technical market solutions such as escrow and encryption systems. Instead, it emphasises personal relationships 

between buyers and vendors as the basis of trust. Hence it forms a community of exchange, both material and 

cultural. 

The data were collected through a process of manual scraping from the forum from 2017 to 2020. The data was 

purposefully sampled to construct a ‘thick data’ set, and analysed thematically to examine the micro interactional 

turn taking, sanctioning and norming processes by which the market culture is normalized and embedded. 

This market is a laboratory to investigate the constitutive nature of digital group interactions. Due to the very na- 

ture of this market the disciplining process cannot lie with external authorities. Interactions between community 

members are permeated with mutual monitoring and policing. We find that in and through digital communi- 

cation a particular culture emerges to which individuals who wish to join this community have to ascribe. We 

refer to this particular culture as a ‘psychedelic assemblage,’ i.e., a local constellation of cultural constructs which 

frames the experience of drug using and trading. Our investigation reveals the constitutive methods which enable 

the norming of members’ practices and underpin the emergence of a shared lifeworld which in turn ensures the 

operability of this cryptomarket. 
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ntroduction 

Illicit drug markets are increasingly mediated through digital means

Moyle et al., 2019). The bulk of drug exchange in Western soci-

ties is facilitated by social media platforms and dedicated web pages

 Winstock et al., 2020 ). Cryptomarkets are an unusual subset of digi-

ally mediated exchange as they provide a dedicated set of platforms for

rug dealing, designed to facilitate the whole widget from advertising,

ontact, payment, delivery and product review ( Martin, 2014 ). A range

f cryptomarkets are hosted using the Tor (‘The Onion Router’) dark-

et, a hosting and communication system that allows for anonymous

nteraction using encryption. Users are attracted by practical and non-

aterial benefits such as the pleasures of transgression and the opportu-

ity to participate in a gentrified drug culture ( Martin et al., 2020 ). Some

ryptomarkets are more commercialised and polished, others rough and
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eady by design. Across all the different forms of cryptomarkets they all

rovide three crucial affordances: they create a space for dealer and

uyer to meet on relatively open and equal terms; they allow the be-

aviour of both parties to be publicly evaluated; they permit adminis-

rative power to rest with a third party who runs the market space itself

 Barratt & Aldridge, 2016 ). 

The aim of this paper is to understand the interactional construc-

ion of a community of exchange in a context of a darknet hosted

llicit drug market. We demonstrate the specific process of constitu-

ion through interaction in a technically sparse environment which

acks many of the cues critical to face to face interaction. The pro-

ess helps us explain a puzzle: these communities function effectively

ithout many of the cues that underpin trust in face to face mar-

ets (see Richman, 2006). To explain how operability of the mar-

et is achieved in anonymized interactions we turn to the way in
rticle under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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hich the community is held together through emotional regulation and

anctioning. 

Our starting point is that these spaces should be understood as inten-

ional communities which evolve specific localised cultural constructs

 Sandberg, 2012 ). We look into processes such as emotional investment,

eciprocity, trust and interaction to understand each market space as a

orkable social entity ( Tzanetakis et al., 2016 ). Social network anal-

sis of cryptomarkets indicates that dyadic interactions matter more

han public reputation when establishing trusting relationships between

uyers and sellers ( Norbutas et al., 2020 ). Buyers and sellers mutually

eward each other over repeated interactions. Each market therefore

resents as something acted towards, as well as on and within, which is

ade operable through interaction and users’ self-positioning as inter-

ctive, competent subjects ( Kowalski, Hooker, & Barratt, 2019 ). 

We posit this process as critical to the creation of drugs as usable,

ulturally meaningful objects ( Hunt, Mihet, & Bergeron, 2011 ). With

he development of the digital society and of online dealing they be-

ome mediated socio-technical constructs. The terms in which they are

ade real for users and sellers is critical to understanding how they are

sed and for what purpose. As objects they may be more or less com-

odified, normalised, stigmatised, sacralised depending on the context.

his affects how they circulate within drug markets as objects of value to

hose involved. Therefore this paper contributes to the growing theoris-

ng and analysis of illicit drugs in these terms: as objects that are embed-

ed in an economic, social, cultural and technical infrastructure that are

ade tangible through interaction. We conceptualise cryptomarkets as

ommunities of exchange in order to place the emphasis on these quali-

ies beyond the embedded rationalities that underpin their existence as

arkets. We reveal that a particular digital culture of drug taking which

merges from interactions within such communities makes darknet il-

icit drug markets operational. 

In this respect this study takes as a point of departure the approach

f ethnography of digital infrastructures ( Collier, 2020 ; van Dijck, 2013 )

hich focuses on interaction mediated by specific digital platforms. As

wo key features of the cryptomarket and forum under investigation we

erceive, first, its location in the darknet: one cannot enter this forum

f one does not possess a specific technological know-how and related

ompetences. Such location is a first filtering through which only indi-

iduals of certain socio-demographic features can get through. Secondly,

seudonymity of the users. They act under a name of their own choice

hich allows them to hide their real identities in the outside world and

et to develop an identity within the collective emerging during the

rocess of interacting with other market users. 

Our focus within the field of ethnography of digital infrastructures

s on what happens between people whose actions are framed by the so-

ial world of the exchange community once they have managed to enter

his market. Following ethnomethodological and symbolic interactional

remises we aim to explore whether interactional mechanisms embed-

ed in digital interactions differ from interactional dynamics operating

n off-line face-to-face milieus. In order to do so we use a specific ana-

ytical and methodological framework rooted in ethnomethodology and

ocial constructivist perspectives. We selected as our case a psychedelic

ocused market forum we have dubbed ‘PsychForumMarket (PFM).’ We

efer to a particular culture which emerges from the interactions be-

ween this community members with the notion of ‘psychedelic assem-

lage.’ This notion points to a local constellation of cultural constructs

the purposes and uses of drugs, values underpinning the practices of

rug using) which frames the experience of drug trading in this commu-

ity. 

The paper is structured in two distinct sections. In the first we

resent the analytical and methodological framework which will under-

in the ethnographic investigation into the empirical data developed in

he second section. With this analysis we aim to reveal not only how

nteractions are constitutive of the local psychedelic assemblage, but

lso —crucially —how operability of such illicit darknet communities of

xchange is ensured. 
2 
nalytical and methodological framework 

The ethnography of this space aims to highlight the constitutive

ower of social interactions through which a particular subculture of

rug use and trade emerges and contributes to its operability. We draw

rom an analytical framework which combines constructivist and eth-

omethodological elements ( Rafanell, 2013 ; Rafanell & Sawicka, 2020 ).

t is constructivist in that it explores how a particular constellation

f cultural constructs, objects and meanings emerges from interac-

ional processes mediated by this forum. It is ethnomethodological

s it highlights the nature of these processes, that is, the ‘methods’

 Garfinkel, 1999[1967] ) understood as shared practices, procedures and

echniques —actions —which members of the PFM community deploy to

nderstand, produce and maintain a subculture which reshapes individ-

als’ lived experience of drug use, and simultaneously ensures operabil-

ty to the market. 

The analytical framework we use is based on the following premises.

irstly, by harnessing and expanding on the claim of symbolic interac-

ionism that social order is maintained by social interactions ( Blumer,

986 ; Goffman, 1983 ), we posit that social phenomena —in this case

eanings pertaining to drugs and the norms and values regulating drug

aking and trading —are actually constituted in and through social in-

eractions. These emerge when individuals, with similar interests and

ims, i.e., clients and vendors of the market, learn, share, confirm, and

egotiate their personal experiences with other members of their col-

ective ( Barnes, 1983,1992 ). Secondly, the construction (emergence) of

ocial phenomena must be seen as a collective process in so far individ-

als are mutually susceptible to each other’s evaluations ( Barnes, 1992 ;

loor, 1997 ). This means that in and through interactions initially het-

rogenous individuals who enter this market realign with others in the

rames of a shared culture, thus constituting what we call a psychedelic

ssemblage. By psychedelic assemblage we mean a local constellation of

ultural constructs, such as the notions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ drugs, norms

nd practices of drug taking and trading, and meanings attributed to

he experience of drug use. Thirdly, and as a corollary of the above, we

rgue that social life is collective in nature: immediate collectives effect

 compelling force upon individuals’ beliefs and practices via dynam-

cs of exclusion and inclusion, thus constituting a particular subjectivity

hared by the PFM community members. 

Our methodological focus is informed by the ethnomethodological

remise that we must identify the methods used by members of lo-

alized collectives which generate collectively agreed phenomena and

hich are to be found, specifically, operating among individuals en-

aged in interactions. Accordingly, the aim guiding our analysis is to

dentify those inter-evaluative methods employed by the PFM com-

unity members which carry the social constitutive power underpin-

ing the emergence this community’s psychedelic assemblage. Harness-

ng work by sociologists of emotions which shows that humans are

ardwired to respond emotionally to social situations ( Goffman, 1967 ;

cheff, 1988 ; Shott, 1979 ; Smith-Lovin, 1990 ; Turner & Stets 2008 )

e claim that a key inter-evaluative method is a type of sanctioning

echanism which Scheff has labelled ‘the deference-emotion system’

 Scheff 1988 ). The deference emotion system operates based on two key

motions: shame and pride. Shame arises as a result of self-monitoring

rom the standpoint of others when the individual notes signs of disap-

roval ( Goffman, 1967 ; Scheff, 1988 ). Pride is the result of the approval

f others, enhancing feelings of self-esteem ( Scheff, 1988 ; Shott 1979 ).

ffective sanctioning carries constitutive power due to the fact that in-

ividuals are mutually susceptible and constantly monitor signs of ap-

roval and disapproval from others with whom they interact, with the

ntention to avoid shame and obtain pride. 

Although affective sanctioning permeates all sorts of human inter-

ctions, its effectiveness in patterning individual actions must be linked

ith the fact that all humans operate within collectives. The more in-

ividuals strive to belong to a given collective, the stronger the effects

f affective sanctioning might be. This is a crucial aspect of the analy-
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is presented here because it focuses on a community to which members

trive to belong as it offers access to goods which are illegal and difficult

o obtain in the outside world. For this reason, the PFM collective can

xercise a compelling force upon its members based on granting or with-

rawing the right to poses the collective’s ‘club goods’ ( Richman, 2006 ).

uch goods are those that can be accessed only by the insiders of a col-

ective, that is, only through belonging. We claim that as a consequence

f this will to belong, affective sanctioning within this community will

esult in the alignment of community members in the frames of their

ocal psychedelic assemblage, generating shared affective and cognitive

ategories. Thus, it will override the effect of anonymity provided by

he digital infrastructure of the forum. 

igital ethnography of PFM community 

Our analysis is ethnographic in the sense that we developed a nat-

ralistic approach to the empirical data collected characterized by two

spects. The first is the fact that the activity observed was not disturbed

r distorted by the presence of a researcher —researchers who collected

ata were neither visible to the community members, nor they entered

n any kind of contact within the community. The second is the naturally

ccurring character of the data itself —it was not generated to meet any

pecific research aim (as would be in the case of interviews) but rather it

as data produced by community members who, participating in inter-

ctions, left the record of their conversations in the form of posts which

he research team subsequently scrapped. 

In this sense our approach fits into existing research in digital ethnog-

aphy (e.g., Billett & Sawyer, 2019 ; Pink et al., 2015 ). Our analysis,

owever, goes beyond traditional descriptive ethnography. The focus on

nteractional dynamics and its constitutive effects allowed us not only

o present the ‘thick description’ ( Geertz, 1973 ) of the digital culture

nder study but also to analyse the interactional mechanisms through

hich this culture emerged. In other words we accounted for the ‘how’

f cultural specificity of this community, rather than merely the ‘what.’

hus, our approach is what may be seen as an analytical ethnography

f a digital culture. 

The focus on interactions is particularly suited to the study of the

FM community. It is a medium-sized market with at least several thou-

and users. Unlike centralised cryptomarkets, PFM does not record or

isplay information about transactions, and nor does it have a public

eview system which researchers use to estimate the size of these mar-

ets. Therefore to give a sense of the size of PFM we have to estimate

he numbers of users from posts on threads and the read count. At any

ne time we estimate there are several thousand users involved. That

akes the market larger than more exclusive invitation only markets

ut smaller than the centralised cryptomarkets such as Wall Street. In

ommon with other illicit markets it operates in unfavourable condi-

ions in terms of limits on its ability to control of antisocial behaviours

f its members, i.e., those deviating from internal norms. Participants in

xchanges carried out in this market cannot refer to external authorities

n case of unreliability of exchange partners (both vendors and clients)

ue to the fact that their activity is illegal and persecuted by interna-

ional law. Informal organisation sanctioning such as removing miscre-

nts is relatively weak as a bad actor can rejoin under another identity.

imultaneously, the marketplace operates under high external pressure

xercised by law enforcement agents acting with the aim of dissolving

t and others like it, and may also be targeted by predatory actors due

o the somewhat anarchic nature of the cryptomarket ecosystem. 

PFM itself is unusual among other cryptomarkets in that it operates

s a forum based market where users meet and discuss a variety of is-

ues between themselves. The market’s design encourages and, in fact,

nforces participation in interactions mediated by the forum: the users

ho want to trade need to interact with each other via the forum. The

orum serves as a ‘front stage’ of the market —the users cannot access the

ctual trading space (the deals are made through private messaging) un-

ess they enter into interactions on the forum where they observe other
3 
eople and let themselves be observed. It explicitly rejects centralised

echnical market solutions such as escrow and encryption systems. In-

tead it emphasises personal relationships between buyers and vendors

s the basis of trust: security of the market is decentralised in the sense

hat all the users are expected to be technologically competent and able

o care themselves for the security of the transactions, and the market as

uch ( Bancroft et al., 2019 ). We argue that this idiosyncratic nature of

he community sets in motion specific interactional mechanisms through

hich this market acquires operability which were the focus of our anal-

sis. Our constructivist approach allowed us to go beyond the descrip-

ion of simple regulation of participants by administrators which may

ccur in such community. We aimed to reveal processes which are both

ommunity constitutive and ensure operability of this marketplace. This

tudy focuses, thus, on two specific collective processes which we term

structuring’ and ‘embedding,’ following Barnes’ (1992) methodological

uggestions regarding the need to identify collective constitutive pro-

esses underpinning individuals’ actions. Structuring and embedding are

onceived in this work as generated by specific methods like affective

anctioning, and, in turn, are constitutive of the PFM community. 

The former refers to the dynamics through which the community

roduces its own structures. We focused in particular on the creation and

aintenance of the community boundary. First, this involved analysing

ow potential members become legitimate members of the community

nd how the individuals in the group operationalise evaluations of each

ther, either granting or withdrawing the right to belong to the com-

unity. Second, structuring encompasses the shaping of internal hier-

rchies which in turn are crucial in ensuring the effective and secure

perability of this space. 

By embedding we refer to the process of cognitive and affective at-

unement of members of this collective which underpin the emergence

f a shared life-world. We focus in particular on two key processes. The

rst is the creation of the social constructs which become shared col-

ective, club goods key to the constitution of the community and its id-

osyncratic culture. The second embedding process is the cognitive and

ffective attunement that underpins the norming of psychedelic drug use

nd attitudes towards it. Through the norming, heterogenous members

f the collective, having different personal experiences, expectations,

nterests, and sensibilities towards drug use and drug culture, become

omogenized in the frames of this particular subculture. 

We analysed structuring and embedding under the light of the eth-

omethodological focus on the methods underpinning the constitution

f social life and group dynamics. A key method in this sense, as noted

bove, are the inter-evaluative dynamics permeated by affective sanc-

ioning. This approach guided the data analysis: we identified how indi-

iduals who meet in PFM sanction each other through negative and pos-

tive evaluations permeated by particular kind of emotions —shaming

nd priding. 

ata collection and analysis 

The dataset was scraped from the forum by a research assistant from

017 to 2020. The forum’s design archived discussion threads automat-

cally and this feature was used to ensure that the data covered the en-

ire period from the forum’s founding in 2014. Threads were revisited

o examine updated interactions. Some threads had a very long live,

eing added to and dissected over a period of years. Others, primar-

ly those concerned with specific vendors, had a shorter life and lasted

nly as long as the vendor did in the market. In total, the dataset con-

isted of 61 individual threads, that is, anchoring posts and interactions

conversations) they generated. The lengths of the threads varied —the

ongest generated 479 responses, the shortest generated no responses.

n total, 2,394 comments were included in the dataset. The topics dis-

ussed encompassed specific drugs and their characteristics, other on-

ine drug markets, relations between clients and vendors and vendor

eviews, specific problems (e.g., connected with shipping, delivery or

ayment —cryptocurrencies), security, and meta-discussions about the
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FM market and its specificity. It is worth noting that the longest thread

elonged to this last category. 

The dataset consisting of recorded interactions was purposefully

ampled following the analytical and methodological frameworks pre-

ented above in order to construct a ‘thick data’ set ( Wang, 2013 ).

e treated structuring, embedding, and affective sanctioning as key

hemes in agreement with ‘top-down’ qualitative thematic content anal-

sis (TCA) approach. This approach aims at providing an in-depth, de-

ailed account and interpretation of themes selected based on theoretical

remises (in opposition to TCA guided by grounded theory approach)

 Braun & Clarke, 2006 ; Clarke & Kitzinger, 2004 ). By doing so, we con-

idered interactional processes present in the data rather than the topi-

al content. In the next step we analysed data extracts encompassed by

hese themes, and interactions in which these themes were identified,

o reveal sub-themes, which were in turn coded for emerging meanings

nd interpreted ( Boyatzis, 1998 ). Our focus was on conversations be-

ween community members seen as interactions: anchoring posts were

egarded actions which generate reactions in the form of comments

replies). Such an analytical procedure and approach enabled us to in-

estigate in-depth what individuals do when they share and negotiate

heir personal experiences and opinions, and to reveal methods through

hich this group’s structure and culture is constituted. 

The research project had been evaluated and accepted by the Re-

earch Ethics Committee of the University of Edinburgh prior to the ini-

iation of the data collection process. PFM and the darknet cryptomar-

ets are semi-public in the sense that users operate with the knowledge

hat discussions are open and can be observed. They employ pseudony-

ous usernames and rely on the infrastructure of the darknet to disguise

heir identities. As there were no restrictions placed by the forum on re-

earch we considered it was in line with the forum norms to use the

ata as a public discussion 1 . In order that users could not be identified

rom their posts we have replaced their usernames 2 . The research lead

pproached the forum administrators to inform about the research, but

id not receive a reply. As indicated above, the data was scraped by a

esearch assistant who did not engage in interactions with community

embers in order not to disturb the community dynamics. 

nalysis and results: constitutive mechanisms within the 

ollective 

The analysis of the data builds upon both the analytical and method-

logical framework described above. We highlighted the importance of

he processes of community constitution, identifying two distinct consti-

utive dynamics of collective patterning: structuring and embedding. In

oing so, we aim not only to reveal the processes by which social phe-

omena are constituted in the digital environment as collective achieve-

ents of individuals involved in communicative interactions, but also

rovide insights into how specifically the PFM community manages to

unction as a successful illicit market space. 

In the analysis which follows we break up the dynamics of structur-

ng and embedding into thematic areas emerging and identified in the

ata. We begin by presenting several structuring processes present in

he interactions among members of the collective: boundary creation

nd maintenance, internal stratification and belonging dynamics. In

he next step we proceed to show how embedding is achieved by the

ollective constitution of an ontological object —the psychedelic good

rug —which underpins a shared life-world of this particular commu-

ity. 
1 Further considerations of the private-public distinction in the context of 

ryptomarkets can be found in Bancroft et al. (2019) . 
2 Especially in the case of this community the pseudonyms originally chosen 

y the users correspond with a very particular local subculture of this market, 

nd, thus, have important ethnographic value. In an attempt to preserve this 

dded value and ‘poetics’ of the forum we anonymized the data with the use of 

seudonyms echoing the style of original ones. 
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tructuring: boundary creation and boundary work 

Boundary creation and boundary work is the structuring mechanism

hat ensures the operability of this cryptomarket. The data reveals two

ypes of structuring process. First a formal one, through which an ex-

ernal boundary is created and maintained, and which demarcates the

pace of this cryptomarket with very clear admission rules to which all

spiring members must abide. We present the interactional dynamics

hich underpin the management of this initial formal boundary in the

rst section. 

The structuring of this cryptomarket, however, goes beyond the

aintenance of such a formal external boundary, as we reveal in the sec-

nd section. Data proves that through a diffuse informal process based

n monitoring and policing members who have been admitted to the

ollective, a second internal boundary is constituted. We claim that this

econd structuring dynamic is essential for the emergence of this com-

unity’s shared life-world. 

xternal boundary management 

An established —official —procedure which is used to manage the ad-

ission of potential members of PFM is to locate them in a ‘liminal zone,’

s it were, where aspiring members are closely observed and monitored

y community ‘elders.’ They can leave the liminal zone and advance to

he actual cryptomarket space through a particular rite of passage: post-

ng 50 meaningful posts in the conversations on the forum. This require-

ent has important functions from the point of view of the community’s

perability. First, an overt and openly discussed rationale for the 50

osts rule is that the newcomers must demonstrate key technical com-

etences in terms of for example, adeptness and rigour when encrypt-

ng their communication for security purposes. However, a second —less

anifest —aim of this rule, with significant ethnographic value, is that

he obligation to post as much as 50 messages exposes newcomers to

he culture of the community. This sets in motion a process of accultur-

tion which is also key in ensuring the operability of this illegal digital

latform. 

Both these aspects are evident in the interaction started by Spreadth-

love. This user is an aspiring member who wishes to enter the actual

ommunity space but has yet not posted 50 messages, and thus is re-

aining in the liminal space called ‘newbie corner.’ Spreadthelove ex-

resses sadness for “being blocked in the newbie zone ” as they do not

erceive themselves as a ‘newbie.’ They state: “I’m not a newbie, I just

on’t post often, ” and: 

I understand the security reasons for this situation, but it’s really hard for

me to posts a lot of messages just because I’m forced to do it, for me it’s

lying, and I never lie. I’m an honest person, I say only what I truly want

to say. Can you give me my freedom, please? :) 

This constitutes a contestation of the 50 post rule. As a result, it sets

n motion the process of boundary protection and maintenance. This

oundary work is performed by established community members in the

nteraction which follows Spreadthelove’s challenge and their implicit

hreat of spamming ( “Ok no problems, I will post... Don’t blame me if my

osts are not pertinent, please! ”). Two types of sanctioning mechanisms

ermeate this interaction. The first is clearly negative: 

this thread could have been about a subject you’re seriously interested in

which would’ve helped your cause more than grovelling" (Catman); and:

Yes, please don’t [post not pertinent messages], like many other newbies

here. It’s disrupting, and it’s simply not cool. (Phosphor) 

The choice of words such as ‘grovelling’ and ‘simply not cool’ conveys

lear disapproval of Spreadthelove’s attitude towards the community.

ore importantly, such a negative evaluation carries a strong shaming

ntentionality, questioning Spreadthelove’s intentional self. Spreadth-

love’s attitude is considered ‘immoral’ as it is perceived by the members

f the community as violating what we will call the ‘sacredness’ of the
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ommunity in the Durkheimian understanding, further analysed in the

ext section. In this sense, such sanctioning has an affective character. 

The second sanctioning mechanism takes the form of positive nudges

ncouraging Spreadthelove to engage with the 50 posts requirement: 

It is not hard to reach the 50 post count. We have seen several newbies

who were actually able to contribute to the community within their posts

on Newbie Corner and successfully pull it off in less than a few hours. It

just takes a little work. (Hazy) 

There are some good thread’s in noobieville, or you can always start

a new interesting thread if there’s something you want to talk about...

You’re also like halfway to 50 posts, lol (Socialchange) 

Positive self-reinforcement is another way in which potential new

embers are motivated to accept the rules of the community. Spreadth-

love’s eventual acceptance of the rule, and modification of their atti-

ude from challenging to complimentary, illustrates how aspiring mem-

ers are susceptible to the dynamics of sanctioning in interactive ex-

hanges, and thus, how such affective sanctioning dynamics are key to

oundary work: 

I will not spam, sorry if you understood that was my intentions! (…) I

really wasn’t expecting so much people here in the newbie zone! Thanks

a lot for coming, now I feel a lot of good vibes here ! :D (…) 

Such boundary maintenance is proved by the response provided by

omoso who provides a testimony of their own experience of moving

rom the liminal zone to the actual community space: 

It took me like a month to get out and at first I didn’t like it, but it allowed

me to adapt and get a feel for the forum. It seems you know how to use

PGP [encryption] which is great, but there’s a few things to learn before

being a part of the community. Take it easy, come by once or twice a

week and you’ll be a free man. (…) 

This comment makes evident that the 50 posts rule is crucial for op-

rability of this community. It allows the established members to verify

f the newcomers have sufficient technical abilities allowing for secure

ommunication. As we indicated above, however, the formal boundary

s also intended to provide opportunity for adaptation and ‘getting a feel

or the forum.’ In this sense the obligation to post 50 messages should

e understood as a de facto rite of passage serving as a means of accul-

uration to the forum’s culture, specificity and its security needs. 

nternal boundary constitution: monitoring and policing of the members of 

he collective 

The 50 post rule is the most evident manifestation of a general logic

hrough which PFM cryptomarket is formally stratified. Once the users

re allowed into the actual market space, they can advance to more

rotected inner spaces of the forum based on the number of messages

hey post. This arrangement sets in motion the interactional structuring

echanisms operating in the collective as it stimulates, encourages and

ven enforces active participation in communicative exchanges where

urther monitoring and policing of members of the collective can take

lace. Thus, an internal boundary is constituted and separates the collec-

ive from the actual community. It contributes to defining the apparently

pen forum as a striated, uneven space where as one moves towards the

ocial centre of the space there is a steeper requirement to prove one-

elf as a legitimate actor. We present two cases in which the process of

nternal boundary creation is revealed. 

The thread started by Crawfish exemplifies policing of an inept indi-

idual as it eventually results in their expulsion as a member who has

een deemed unworthy of belonging to the community. This is done

hrough a twofold evaluation of Crawfish: their lack of technical com-

etence, and lack of understanding of internal norms. 

Crawfish describes the difficulties they encountered with managing

ryptocurrencies and asks for advice regarding the technical aspects of a
5 
ransaction in which they lost around $400. Instead of advice, Crawfish’s

equest is —revealingly —met with severe negative sanctioning: 

This makes absolutely no sense at all Crawfish. May I suggest the darknet

isn’t for you. (Strap) 

(…) you are NOT cut out for this. (…) The best advice any of us can

give you would be to simply walk away. (…) (Witcher) 

Either You are at An Idiotic point in your life OR you are an AMAZING

TROLL OR you have been designed by a Higher Intelligence with exact

specifications to annoy the shit out of ME and about 25 other people on

the forums. (Pickapack) 

This is shaming in an exemplary form: Crawfish’s self-worth is di-

ectly questioned. It is made clear that they are not good enough to

tay in the community. Sanctioning through shaming serves to separate

rawfish from the “we ” community, and, thus, is a means of boundary

ork through which an internal boundary is constituted. Crawfish is lo-

ated outside the community on the grounds that they are seen as being

nable to follow basic OPSEC (operational security) measures essential

or the survival of this cryptomarket. To Crawfish’s complaints about

ot being judged fairly, the responses are merciless: 

Don’t play the victim Crawfish. (...) What we do care about is your level

of proficiency when it comes to ordering drugs over the darknet. The

truth is that you’re simply not equipped with the relevant skills and / or

knowledge to protect yourself and your anonymity. (…) (Strap) 

Not at all, this is not how this community works (…) I do see a pattern

in your posts, (…) in what seems to be a large list of OPSEC fails. (…)

(Reflexion) 

Such severe boundary work must be seen, in the case of PFM, as a

ey response to the external pressure —operating in the conditions of

he constant threat of formal sanctions for engaging in illegal activity: 

(…) The best advice any of us can give you would be to simply walk

away. If you do not, one of these days you will screw-up so badly that

you will end up behind bars (Witcher) 

(…) how will you fare in prison in your country? if you don’t think you

will thrive there, (…) Seriously, you annoy a lot of us to tears, but we

would still be sad to see you go to jail. (…) (Pickapack) 

The interaction closes with Crawfish being banned from the commu-

ity. The fact that Crawfish managed to enter this market space makes

t evident, however, that the external —formal —boundary is still per-

eable to individuals who do not quite fit in the community. Thus,

he activity of members must still be monitored with the aim of ex-

luding unreliable individuals. The market culture produces a specific

ocio-technical culture around PGP encryption which treats it as a use-

ul, pernickety and risky technology that is prone to lull inexperienced

sers into a false sense of security. Without technically competent mar-

et actors the forum will fail. Members who engage in such policing are

raised for their effort: 

@Witcher, you are doing an incredible job vetting the keys posted here

and saving people from their own OpSec disasters. (…) This community

owes you a debt of gratitude that will never be repaid in full but if you

can save even just one person from making a life changing mistake it will

all be worth it. (Horn) 

I concur. Witcher, you have been a blessing on here. Thank you

(Epiphany) 

In these interactions we see how through mutual evaluations, espe-

ially in the form of affective sanctioning —both ridiculing of inadequate

ctions and priding of proper ones —an internal boundary work is per-

ormed. It results in the constitution of a distinction between the ‘col-

ective’ and the ‘community.’ By the notion of the ‘collective’ we refer

o the group of individuals who crossed the formal boundary but who
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till need to be monitored if security of the market is to be ensured. The

act that monitoring is performed within the collective is ‘community’

onstitutive: it results in the creation of a group of established members

ound by a shared understanding of the market specificity and position,

nd a shared attitude towards the market itself. 

The constitution of this community, however, goes beyond the un-

erstanding of security issues. What we see in the extensive commu-

icative interactions which take place in this cryptomarket space is also

he emergence of a specific culture of drug use and a shared life-world

esulting from it. It is this culture which we proceed to analyse in the

ollowing section. 

mbedding: the constitution of a psychedelic assemblage 

Embedding is an interactional process through which the life-world

f a community is constituted. We refer to the constellation of different

lements central to the idiosyncratic nature of this community resulting

rom the embedding process as a psychedelic assemblage. This partic-

lar subculture of drug use is, as we will argue, key to the operability

nd efficient functioning of PFM. For analytical clarity, we divide this

ection into presentation and analysis of two essential operations: first,

he constitution of what we term the key ontological object (the good

rug) central to this subculture, and second a more epistemologically

riented process through which a shared life-world emerges. Both these

rocesses are inextricably interconnected, operate in and through inter-

ctions and are constitutive in nature. The community norms a specific

ntological stance that informs the psychedelic assemblage. 

he construction of the key ontological object: the good drug 

While much discussion in more commercialized cryptomarkets fo-

uses around the qualities of drugs as commodities, such as potency

nd consistency, PFM emphasises the norming of a specific ontologi-

al stance that informs the psychedelic assemblage. Psychedelics move

rom being objects traded in the community to objects through which

he community is constructed as an intentional space. An exemplary

llustration of the constitutive nature of interactions is found in the dis-

ussion about ketamine. In this tread Smallworld questions the exclusion

f ketamine from this marketplace. In this interaction we can perceive

he process of constitution of an object which becomes the shared col-

ective good of this community, in this case, their conception of a good

rug. Smallworld states: 

I realize that this has been discussed at length on PFM. (…) I can report

for myself and a lot of other people, that [taking ketamine] it’s literally

the difference between misery, a life living in a numbed out pseudo life

(traditional anti depressants), and a life that is completely devoid of any

sign of depression. It’s a miracle medicine that should be the first line

defence for treating depression (…) given the mission of PFM, it seems

a shame to ban one of the substances that has been pretty categorically

proven to be a miracle in the treatment of depression (…) 

This starts a discussion in which the users refer to their personal

xperiences with ketamine, generating some negative and some positive

valuations: 

(…) I’ve seen what Ketamine can do (…) I’ve just experienced spiritual

bliss on another level.(…) (Highspirit) 

It can very much connect you with the spirit in a similar way that DMT

does. I treat ketamine (and other dissociatives) like a psychedelic drug.

(…) (Socialchange) 

Positive evaluations point out the fact that ketamine has psychedelic

otential. As such, it is categorized by these users as the psychedelic

rug, that is, one that not only alters perception and feeling, but also of-

ers a spiritual reconstitution of the self. In this sense, these evaluations

re coherent with the community subculture, as we will demonstrate in

he next section. 
6 
In the previous section we saw the community dealing with an ‘alien’

hich must be assessed. In that case, it was the delinquent user, in this,

he bad drug. In the negative evaluative responses to such understand-

ng and practice of taking ketamine we can see a fierce protection of

he community’s internal conception of the good drug. This reveals one

f the key features of what is to be considered as a good drug by this

ommunity: the good drug is one that not only has the psychedelic po-

ential but also is safe to use. On these grounds Hazy —one of the ‘el-

ers’ —strongly rejects ketamine: 

Despite the evidence in regards to being useful for depression, that still

carries the risk of crippling addiction. (…) We have no intentions of ever

allowing Ketamine here. 

(…) I, myself, have had some profound experiences on ketamine. But I

also had to fight through the crippling addiction and health problems that

came with it. (…) 

As we see the rejection of ketamine is based on the conviction that

etamine is too addictive and physically harmful. This is emphasized in

he rationale offered by Sprout, another of the elders, who closes the

iscussion by stating: 

(…) Our primary goal at PFM is harm reduction (…) I have never taken

Ketamine and I don’t think I will. (…) We do not have a low opinion of

people who use, like and want things not offered here. But we do have an

obligation to the community here and the communities we all live in. 

In the process of evaluating ketamine as not a proper psychedelic

rug for this forum another key component of their conception of the

ood drug is revealed. Psychedelic drugs, if they are destructive for a

ommunity’s social fabric do not count as good drugs. User Silverlining

ecalls: 

(…) Just look at Greenzone’s old forum for psychedelics. They had de-

cided to allow dissociative-anesthetics and now half the posts are about

(…) people complaining about balder damage/ deviated septums from

ketamine abuse. The mods that allowed dissociative-anesthetics devas-

tated that forums appearance to normal people and hurt the reputation

of psychedelic medicines by association. Why do you want that for our

home PFM? 

In sum, psychedelic properties, safety, and community reinforcing

otential have to be seen as essential components of the conception of

he good drug central to this community. Smallworld submits to such

rticulation:: 

Thank you for what you do. I completely understand the position of the

Forum, especially once you spelled it out. (…) [Ketamine] it’s dangerous

and a dance on a razor’s edge. Addiction is pretty brutal and the less of

it that is encouraged, the better. Thanks for responding to this. This is a

great place and you provided a more than ample response to my question,

Sprout. 

Here we see the realignment of members of this collective with the

nderstanding of what counts as a good psychedelic drug. Sharing this

onception is the key binding force that underpins the idiosyncratic drug

ubculture of this cryptomarket and transforms the collective of hetero-

eneous users into the actual —and effective —culturally homogenised

ommunity. In the next section we highlight several elements of this

ubculture which we refer to as a psychedelic assemblage. 

onstructing PsychForumMarket’s life-world 

In the context of this study, we conceive the notion of a life-world as

 naturalistic setting in which individuals’ immediate experiences and

ractices emerge in and through social interactions. Such understand-

ng of life-world allows us to reveal that individual cognition, affect and

raxis are open-ended in nature, and become shaped and constituted

n what becomes the collective life-world of a community. We focus on

wo processes: the articulation of what counts for this community as the
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psychedelic’ experience and the emergence of a distinctive subculture

f belonging. For analytical purposes we present these processes sepa-

ately, even though they must be seen as inextricably connected in being

art and parcel of the same operation of constitution of this community’s

ife-world. 

The internal conception of what counts as the psychedelic experi-

nce for the members of this community emerges from the sharing and

utual evaluations of experiences with psychedelic drugs. This is evi-

ent in a thread where users discuss their individual conceptions of the

o called ‘ego death.’ Randomnumber asks: 

I have taken LSD many many times, (…), but I have never felt even close

to experience ego death. From various people I have talked to they seem

to say ego death happens when you simply become too overwhelmed and

resist the experience. With all of my trips, I always let the trip take me

wherever it pleases, and I never try to resist. Is ego death something I

shouldn’t WANT to experience? Also excuse my lack of knowledge on

the subject. 

This post generates a chain of responses in which participants share

nd evaluate their own but also each other’s experiences: 

I have never experienced it, but I have felt the edges of myself dissolve ....

for lack of a better way of putting it (Guest674) 

Honestly those are all fancy words to explain something that is so subjec-

tive that it is difficult to truly word. (…) (Blackserpent) 

Yeah... That’s not "Ego Death". Resisting where LSD wants you to go will

not get you to this place you are looking for. (…) (Hadogenes) 

(…) To answer your question, ego death from my experience is very pro-

found and beautiful thing (…) If you a looking to explore your spirituality

via psychedelics, ego death is something to be sought after (Lagoon) 

The discussion about ego death evidences the under-determined na-

ure of individual experiences. We see how differing individual under-

tandings become homogenized in a commonly accepted conception of

hat counts as the real psychedelic experience. Such conception must be

een, thus, as a collective achievement of the community of individuals

utually susceptible to each other’s opinions and evaluations. 

For this community a key feature of a genuine psychedelic experi-

nce is its spiritual character, its ability to act upon the user’s world.

his is clearly evidenced by the language which is used to describe the

ractice of drug taking as a ‘sacrament:’ 

I feel that these discussions [on the forum] are necessary to prevent re-

peating mistakes of the 1960 ′ s revolution. Leary was wrong thinking that

everyone should take LSD. It should be a sacrament being given to others

when they are deemed ready for the experience (Hadogenes) 

The conception of psychedelic experience as sacred and spiritual in

ature not only further establishes the internal construct of what counts

s the good drug, but also regulates membership in the community. Be-

onging to this community goes beyond access to the marketplace. It

lso offers membership in a particular subculture to which members as-

ire to belong. This is expressed in one of discussions pertaining to the

orum itself: 

So not gonna lie, originally I came to PFM just to see if I could sell some

bomb ass shrooms and make an extra buck. There was alot I had to learn

in order to become a good vendor. This is when i discovered how helpful

the fellow members here are. (…) It really is quite a friendly community.

(…) (Rustlingswish) 

I love how the community agrees that there is a side of "enlightenment"

when it comes to learning about different psychedelics. (…) There is a

deeper level to psychedelics than just laughing and enjoying open or closed

eyed visuals and the members here understand that (Qwerty) 

These quotes illustrate that initial obvious desire to enter a respected

arketplace is soon substituted by an ascription to the unique subcul-
7 
ure of this community. The process of cognitive and emotional attune-

ent evident in these users’ comments results in a collectively shared

ttitude towards psychedelic drugs. It even sometimes acquires a pros-

lyting character in tune with the spiritual nature of psychedelic expe-

ience as defined by this community: 

[I am] Here to meet like minded people who want to share the love and

light this sacrament has to offer. (Donson) 

Well it started as a way for me to connect directly with vendors. What

it has turned into is spreading the love as far and wide as I can (…)

(Secretclient) 

Such a proselyting attitude demonstrates that individuals admitted

o this community are granted the special honour of being a member,

hich is key to the constitution of the shared life-world. Belonging to

FM community generates strong positive feelings which in turn foster

ttunement among the community members: 

Since I have been a part of this community I have made many good friends

and feel a strong connection with some special individuals that reside here.

I talk about things here that I don’t talk about with many people in real

life. I feel like collectively we are one conscious brain and this forum acts

as a hardware for us to learn and grow together. (…) (Monsoonblower)

Here we have seen different components of the psychedelic assem-

lage which characterizes the life-world of this community. A key com-

onent is the internal conception of the good drug as a community re-

nforcing entity. This shared construct of the good drug translates into

ollectively accepted standards and norms pertaining to drug taking and

rading. The paramount commandment is that drug usage must be re-

ponsible and informed. It is also understood as serving beyond recre-

tional aims. The genuine psychedelic experience, as well as being a

echnology of the self, is conceptualized by community members as spir-

tual in nature and sacred. Thus, belonging to this community must be

onsidered a special honour granted to its members. 

iscussion and Conclusions 

We have described a snapshot of the emergence of a cryptomarket

ommunity of exchange. Through the analysis of interactions between

ommunity members we observe the process of the constitution of a

igital culture. We argue that this particular localised digital culture of

rug taking makes the darknet illicit drug market operational: due to the

ature of this market the disciplining process cannot lie with external au-

horities, rather, it is internal to the community. We have revealed that

he key disciplining operation takes the form of affective sanctioning

hich employs two key human hardwired but also deeply social emo-

ions of shame and pride. This results in the alignment of community

embers which constitutes a particular subculture of drug use. Through

tructuring and embedding operations a particular socio-technical as-

emblage is constituted: a community with clearly demarcated bound-

ries centred around a constellation of social constructs which shape

he members’ practices and feelings. Also a hierarchy among members

merges. The experience of core of members is recognised and acknowl-

dged by the community, and informs the local subculture which we la-

el a psychedelic assemblage. Key is the collectively generated construct

f a good psychedelic drug which in turn circumscribes the subjective

xperience of psychedelic drugs use as sacred and transforming the self.

From this case we can observe how this cryptomarket space is stri-

ted ( Deleuze & Guattari, 1987 ) and curated by those involved. While

n the mainstream internet boundaries are constructed by the systems

mployed and platform features ( van Dijck, 2013 ), here the space is

echnically flat. The structure of it is produced by the shared cultural

nderstandings constructed and reinforced through interaction, and the

ower of a core group to exclude recalcitrant participants. Members are

nducted and those who do not demonstrate the right aptitude are en-

ouraged to withdraw or directly excluded. We identified two embed-
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ing dynamics which stabilise drug exchange and use in this commu-

ity. Through constructing the ontological object of the good drug, a

ifeworld emerges in the form of a particular ontology of the self within

he psychedelic assemblage. 

Our use of the concept of assemblage corresponds with the

eleuzian-Guatarian conceptualization of the relational character of the

uman and non-human elements that produce a material entity, in this

ase a community of exchange focused on psychedelic drugs. It also res-

nates with the effort of ANT to eradicate the ‘logic of essences’ which

laims that there are no social forces outside a specific territory. How-

ver, our position differs from ANT in that we do employ a flat ontology

etween human agency and non-human actants. ‘Things’ (in our case

aterial-technological aspects) mediate indeed what is possible in terms

f human action within an assemblage, however, importantly, they have

o agency in themselves ( Bloor, 1999 ). Actions of individuals have a

onstitutive effect, including how material-technological artefacts are

nterpreted and used, thus generating a particular set of relations within

 specific local assemblage. We conceive the material-technological in-

rastructure as having a causal and determining force in human action

nd organization ( Star, 1999 ) but it is not conceived, in our account,

s an ‘actor’ in itself with an independent agency from the collectively

reated human meaning attribution. 

In this sense, cryptomarkets are digital territories in two ways. First,

n the sense of a technical territory. In addition to the common chal-

enges in cryptomarkets, PFM cannot fall back on the technical and ad-

inistrative infrastructure of a more developed cryptomarket, where

dministrators, to some extent, duplicate the sanctioning role. Instead

sers of the PFM are schooled to exert lateral discipline over each other

n a similar way to other global microstructures ( Knorr, Cetina, & Brueg-

er, 2002 ). Technological components are the use of encryption and

ryptocurrency payment systems to ensure material exchange. They re-

uire sophisticated levels of technical competence, particularly given

he absence of centralized infrastructures common to some other cryp-

omarkets. They are still, however, permeable to non-genuine agents

uch as law enforcement. What we revealed in our analysis are all the so-

ial components which are essential in ensuring both security and effec-

ive trading on this market. Cryptomarkets are, second, socially bounded

pace. PFM is unusual in the sense that it provides a vast interactional

pace to the users. Other cryptomarkets may emphasise different ele-

ents, for example, one that sells commodified drugs could foreground

he market as a place of rational calculation and individualisation of

articipants, in each case producing a territorial assemblage through its

echnical and interactive components. In the PFM case, however, the

mphasis lies on active participation in interactions among community

embers. This should be seen as a mechanism through which both a

uccessful acculturation is achieved, and also —importantly —tacit mon-

toring of members is performed. 

The analysis informed by ethnometodology and social construc-

ionism has allowed us to present an account that reveals the essen-

ial constitutive role of the collective understood as an aggregate of

nterconnected individuals. Although the digital infrastructure of the

FM could be seen as a factor limiting the intensity of affective sanc-

ioning, ubiquitous in all sorts of human interactions, the nature and

rganization of this collective renders the users even more suscepti-

le to mutual evaluations, as the desire to belong outweighs deindi-

iduation effects of pseudonymity. Thus, we not only reveal consti-

utive mechanisms embedded in digital interactions, but also how af-

ective interactional dynamics are key in ensuring operability to this

arket. 
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